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Objective: To assess the impact of graphic Canadian cigarette warning labels on current adult smokers.

Design: A random-digit-dial telephone survey was conducted with 616 adult smokers in south western Ontario, Canada in October/November 2001, with three month follow up.

Main outcome measures: Smoking behaviour (quitting, quit attempts, and reduced smoking), intentions to quit, and salience of the warning labels.

Results: Virtually all smokers (91%) reported having read the warning labels and smokers demonstrated a thorough knowledge of their content. A strong positive relation was observed between a measure of cognitive processing—the extent to which smokers reported reading, thinking about, and discussing the new labels—and smokers’ intentions to quit (odds ratio (OR) 1.11, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.07 to 1.16; p < 0.001). Most important, cognitive processing predicted cessation behaviour at follow up. Smokers who had read, thought about, and discussed the new labels at baseline were more likely to have quit, made a quit attempt, or reduced their smoking three months later, after adjusting for intentions to quit and smoking status at baseline (OR 1.07, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.12; p < 0.001).

Conclusions: Graphic cigarette warning labels serve as an effective population based smoking cessation intervention. The findings add to the growing literature on health warnings and provide strong support for the effectiveness of Canada’s tobacco labelling policy.

METHODS

Sample

Participants were 622 adult smokers living in south western Ontario, Canada. Adult smokers were defined as individuals 18 years of age or older who had smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their lifetime and smoked at least one cigarette per day at the time of the survey. Six eligible smokers were unable to complete the survey because of cognitive or English language difficulties and were excluded from the study, leaving a final sample size of 616.

Procedure

Telephone calls were made to randomly selected telephone numbers from a list of households in South-Western Ontario, using a modified Mitofsky-Waksburg technique. The “most recent birthday” method was used to select participants from households that included more than one eligible individual. Each telephone number was attempted 12 times, at different times of the day on both weekdays and weekends before being classified as no answer. A total of 5348 numbers were tried. After eliminating ineligible numbers including businesses and non-working numbers (n = 1101) and households not containing an eligible smoker (n = 3440), 14% (n = 111) of participants refused or failed to complete the survey, and 10% (n = 80) were not reached, resulting in an AAPOR #4 response rate of 76% (n = 616).
Figure 1  One of 16 health warnings on Canadian cigarette packages.

Baseline interviews were conducted by 27 trained interviewers using computer assisted telephone interviewing software (WinCATI Version 4.1, Sawtooth Software), between 9 October and 11 November 2001, approximately nine months after the introduction of the new graphic warnings. Participants were re-contacted to complete a three month follow up survey between 14 January and 26 February 2002. The study protocol was reviewed and received ethics clearance from the University of Waterloo research ethics board.

Measures
Smoking behaviour and demographic variables The baseline survey assessed daily cigarette consumption, number of years as a smoker, quitting history, sex, education, and age. Intention to quit smoking was measured by asking participants whether they were seriously considering quitting in the next 30 days, three months, six months, one year, or not at all.

Knowledge of the warning labels Participants were asked to recall the location of the warning labels on cigarette packages. Participants were also asked to identify the warning messages on cigarette packages from a list of three actual and three bogus warnings messages.

Depth of cognitive processing of the warning labels Cognitive processing—or the extent to which information is processed or elaborated upon—is the most important determinant of memory and attitude change in response to new information.18 A measure of cognitive processing was created for the current study to assess the salience of the warnings and the extent to which smokers elaborated upon their information. Depth of processing was assessed by nine items, including the extent to which smokers attended to the warnings (for example, “How carefully have you ever read the messages on the outside of packages?”), or reflected and elaborated on the warnings (for example, “How often have you thought about the warnings on the outside of packages?”). More distal measures of cognitive processing were also included, such as talking about the warnings with others or thinking about them when they were out of sight. Responses were given on a five point Likert scale (“not at all/never, once, sometimes, often, all the time/a lot”) and summed to create an index of depth of processing (Cronbach’s α = 0.83).

Follow up survey Baseline measures of smoking status, knowledge of the warning labels, and depth of cognitive processing were reassessed at three month follow up. Participants were also asked to report changes in their smoking behaviour, including changes in daily cigarette consumption and quit attempts (any attempt to quit smoking that lasted at least 24 hours). Cessation was defined as at least seven days of continuous abstinence at the time of follow up. The order of the questions for both the baseline and follow up surveys was randomised across participants.

Statistical analysis Logistic regression analyses were conducted to predict quitting, quit attempts, and reductions in smoking during the three month follow up. A reduction in smoking was defined as a decrease of at least one cigarette per day. A dichotomous variable was also created to predict an overall index of cessation related behaviour, where 0 = no cessation behaviour and 1 = participants who had either quit, made at least one quit attempt, or had reduced their smoking. Finally, regression analyses did not adjust for age given its near perfect correlation with years smoking. All analyses were conducted using SPSS software (version 10.0).

RESULTS
Characteristics of sample A total of 616 participants completed the baseline survey. Table 1 shows that the characteristics of the study participants were similar to a representative sample of Canadian smokers from the Canadian Tobacco Monitoring Use Survey.11 The one exception is that a greater proportion of study participants were female; however, sex was not associated with any of the predictors in the regression analyses, presented below.

A total of 432 participants completed the three month follow up survey, for a follow up rate of 70.1%. There were no significant differences between completers and non-completers on any measure of smoking status or demographic variables.

Knowledge and depth of cognitive processing of the warning labels Participants demonstrated a strong knowledge of the warning labels, particularly for the warnings on the outside of packages. For example, 70.3% of participants correctly recognised three actual and three bogus messages, while only 3.6% were unable to identify a single warning. Table 2 indicates that the depth of cognitive processing for the warnings was generally high. In particular, 93.1% had read the outside warnings at least once, while 44.4% had read the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Characteristics of the sample and of a representative sample of Canadian smokers*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Sample (n = 616)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (females)</td>
<td>56.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (minimum of 12 years)</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years smoking</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior quit attempts</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions to quit (within 6 months)</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data from the Canadian Tobacco Use Monitoring Survey.12
†p<0.05.
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inside warnings at least once. Overall cognitive processing of the warnings decreased from baseline to follow up (−0.27 standard deviations, p < 0.001). Despite this general decrease, smokers were more likely to read and think about the messages on the inside of packages at follow up (Table 2).

### Intention to quit at baseline

At baseline, 41.2% of participants intended to quit smoking within the next six months. A logistic regression was conducted to examine whether cognitive processing of the warnings was associated with intentions to quit. Smokers who read, thought about, and discussed the warnings labels in greater depth at baseline were indeed more likely to intend to quit in the next six months, after adjusting for smoking status at baseline (intention to quit, daily consumption, years smoking, and prior quit attempts), sex and educational status (odds ratio (OR) 1.11, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.07 to 1.16; p < 0.001). Figure 2 depicts the dose–response relation between quartile scores of cognitive processing and intentions to quit.

### Cessation behaviour at follow up

A total of 23.1% (n = 100) participants made an attempt to quit smoking during the three month follow up period. Of these, 40 (10.8% of the total sample) remained abstinent at follow up, while 24.3% (n = 105) had reduced their daily cigarette consumption. Figure 3 shows the relation between depth of processing at baseline and individual changes in smoking behaviour at three month follow up. A logistic regression was also conducted to determine whether depth of processing scores at baseline could predict which smokers had engaged in any cessation behaviour. As Table 3 indicates, smokers who read, thought about, and discussed the warnings labels in greater depth at baseline were significantly more likely to either quit, attempt to quit, or reduce their smoking at follow up, adjusting for smoking status at baseline (intention to quit, daily consumption, years smoking, and prior quit attempts), and sex and educational status. Figure 4 depicts the relation between quartile scores of depth of processing and cessation behaviours.

## DISCUSSION

This research provides the most comprehensive evaluation of cigarette warning labels and smoking behaviour to date. In general, the vivid features of the Canadian warnings have succeeded in engaging smokers. Virtually all participants reported making some effort to read the warnings and demonstrated a strong knowledge of their basic features. Reading and thinking about the warnings was also found to be positively associated with intentions to quit. Although the direction of this relationship is unclear—smokers who intend to quit may be more likely to read the labels—the relationship is most likely reciprocal in nature. Most important, the graphic warnings appear to serve as an effective cessation intervention, as cognitive processing of the labels predicted future cessation behaviour: smokers who read, discussed, and thought about the warnings at baseline were more likely to have quit, made a quit attempt, or have reduced their smoking at three month follow up. Overall, these findings are consistent with previous research on cognitive processing and cigarette warning labels, as well as the only other field study of cigarette warnings.

The effectiveness of warning labels has been found to erode over time as smokers become desensitised to their
The current findings, however, indicate very little erosion or wear out in the salience of the Canadian warning labels between 9–12 months after their introduction. Although talking about the warnings and reading the outside messages decreased as expected, in many cases processing of the warnings remained the same and the salience of the messages on the inside of packages actually increased from baseline to follow up. That the labels remained salient to smokers more than a year after they were introduced is likely a function of the number of different warnings, the amount of information they provide on the inside and outside of packages, and the variety of information provided, including cessation advice and information on the benefits of quitting. These results are consistent with smokers’ own evaluations of the warning labels: smokers were more likely to report that the warnings had caused them to smoke fewer cigarettes or think about the health risks more often 12 months after their introduction, than they were after nine months.

The study has several limitations. First, analyses predicting individual cessation behaviours suffered from a lack of power. As a result, many of the odds ratios for individual cessation behaviours did not reach significance. Nevertheless, all of the odds ratios were in the expected direction and the findings depict a consistent dose–response relation between cognitive processing and four different cessation related measures: intentions to quit, quitting, attempts to quit, and reductions in smoking. A longer follow up would allow for a greater proportion of cessation behaviours and additional power for these analyses. A longer follow up period would also provide further insight into any erosion in the impact of cigarette warning labels over time. To date, there is little evidence available to policymakers on either the timeline or extent of this decrease. Finally, this study can only speak to the impact of the warning labels on adult smokers. However, a recent quasi-experimental study has found that the Canadian cigarette warnings have enhanced label salience, perceived effectiveness, and intentions to quit among Canadian youth compared to US youth, over a similar time span as the present study.

There is a recent trend towards increasingly vivid warning labels in tobacco labelling policy. Brazil has recently introduced colour pictures on cigarette packages and the...
UK is one of several European jurisdictions considering adopting “Canadian style” warning labels. Perhaps most important, the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control endorses the need for larger warnings that include pictures. There is a need for research to guide these policy developments. To this end, the current findings indicate that graphic warnings labels are a salient means of communicating health risk information and may serve as an effective smoking cessation intervention.
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